Name:______________________________________________ Class Period:________________ Date:___________________________________

Presidential Election 2008: Think-Tac-Toe
Everything in this column
must be completed and
included in your final
project.
Reading
Candidates and their speeches

Science
Science and the Election

Math
Electoral College

Language Arts
Candidate Baseball Cards

For Social Studies you may choose any of the three boxes below to complete
for your project.
Model
Using unusual materials create a
model that represents one of the
presidential candidate’s belief for
the role of government in America
today
Political Cartoon
Compare and contrast a political
issue that was important in a
previous U.S. election to the current
election and explain the
similarities/differences through a
political cartoon

Morphing Candidates
Morph Obama and McCain together
in a picture (using whatever
medium/media you know how to
use) and then add a caption(s) that
explain what the ideal candidate
would be if a few ideas from each
candidate where combined

Commercial
Create a commercial for either
Obama or McCain that appeals to
undecided voters based on the
issues-you may use any media you
already know how to use to create
this
Diary Entries
Take on the role of either Obama or
McCain and compose a series of
diary entries (at least 5 entries each
a minimum of 1 paragraph) focused
on the political issues of this year’s
election—through words paint a
picture of the struggle to become
president
Song/Poem
Create a song, or poem, that
represents the platform for either
Obama or McCain (you must include
details on at least three major topics
such as economics, national security,
education, etc.)
*You must include a hard copy of
your song/poem to turn in, but you
may also include the music

Board Game
Design a game board that represents
the steps one must take to become a
presidential candidate and
eventually win the presidency of The
United States
Letter to Candidate
Imagine you are one of our founding
fathers (Jefferson, Madison,
etc.)looking down on this year’s
presidential election and write a
formal letter from the founding
father to either Obama or McCain
analyzing the way they are running
their election
Futuristic Dialogue
Imagine you get stuck alone in an
elevator with either McCain or
Obama three months after they
become president—write a page or
two explaining the dialogue that
takes place about what he has
already done to help, or hurt, the
country

The 3 activities I have chosen for my project are:______________________, ______________________, and
__________________________.
I must start with _____________________________ activity first because I need the computer lab to complete this
portion of my project.

